
ME170b Lecture 2 1/19/24

Experimental Techniques 

Last time:

> Hypotheses

> Lab report

> Uncertainties

Today:

> How to Report and Use 
Uncertainties (CH2)

> Propagation  of Uncertainties 
(CH3)



How should uncertainties in an experiment be reported?

standard form





How many significant figures for uncertainty?

what’s wrong with this estimate:



How many significant figures for uncertainty?

dx is an estimate — should not be stated with too much precision

what’s wrong with this estimate:

rewrite the gravity estimate:



These are ‘rules of thumb’ — should use best judgment

If our estimate is:

rounding to one sigfig:

That’s nearly 50% difference!

If leading digit is 1 (or 2) it’s okay to use two significant figures



Significant figures of the estimate is determined after uncertainty

what’s wrong with this estimate:



Significant figures of the estimate is determined after uncertainty

what’s wrong with this estimate:



One caveat

Scientific Notations





Discrepancy

The difference between two measured values of the same quantity

What is the discrepancy?
Are the discrepancy significant?



Are the discrepancy significant? Why or why not?

A: No, it is an insignificant discrepancy 
because the margins of error (uncertainty) 
overlap

A: Yes, significant discrepancy no 
single value of the resistance is 
comparable with both 
measurements



True Error

the difference between a measured value and the true value 



True Error

the difference between a measured value and the true value 

the reality is that true value can almost never be known

example: currently accepted value of the universal gas constant

Can you think of something in which the true value is known?



Experiments without drawing a conclusion (testing a hypothesis) has little merit.

A single measurement for an experiment, by itself is also uninteresting

Experiments should compare two or more numbers

Two major types of experiments:




Example: Experiment for measuring a quantity with a known value

Procedure:

1. measure quantity

2. estimate the experimental uncertainty

3. compare with the accepted value (test our hypothesis)

H: the measurement with be equal to the known value

How to present the result?



Example: Experiment for measuring a quantity with a known value

H: the measurement with be equal to the known value

A & B: “The excepted value lies within our margin of error, therefore the data 
supports our hypothesis”
C: “The discrepancy is 14 m/s which is approximately 7 times the uncertainty of 
our measurement. Our hypothesis is reject, however, it’s possible our 
measurement is wrong.”



Example: Experiment for measuring a quantity with a known value

H: the measurement with be equal to the known value



Example: An experiment comparing two measurements
H: the measurements with be equal

Conservation of momentum states total momentum of isolated system is constant

We can use an experiment with two measurements to confirm theory. How?



Example: An experiment comparing two measurements
H: the measurements with be equal

Conservation of momentum states total momentum of isolated system is constant
We can use an experiment with two measurements to confirm theory.

measure rho before and after 
collision — theory says they will 
be the same!



Example: An experiment comparing two measurements
H: the measurements with be equal

Does the data support our 
hypothesis? Why/why not?



Repeated measures 

another way to think about it: p - q -> 0



Example: An experiment comparing two measurements
Another way is to subtract p - q — the result should be zero!

How to calculate the new uncertainty?





How to calculate the new uncertainty when subtracting?

highest probable value:

p = p_best + dp (largest probable value)

q = q_best - dq (smallest probable value)


 hight estimate = (p_best - q_best) + (dp + dq)

lowest probable value:

p = p_best - dp (smallest probable value)

q = q_best + dq (largest probable value)


low estimate = (p_best - q_best) - (dp + dq)

Check the extreme values!



Uncertainty in Difference (provisional rule)

Provisional because we will update with better uncertainty estimate





Physical Laws typically imply a relationship between quantities

Example: Hookes Law

> let’s design an experiment to confirm Hookes Law

> What is the hypothesis?

Relate to measurements through a physical law: Graphical Methods



Graphical Methods



Graphical Methods

Easy to visually draw ‘best fit’ line

which will confirm the linear relationship

Slope = g/k



Graphical Methods

Better to include error bars

Right plot does not support hypothesis (k = constant)



Graphical Methods

What if mass also has uncertainty?



Graphical Methods

Different ways to show data for clarity



Graphical Methods

Different ways to show data for clarity

If we plot the data directly, is

hard to determine visually if the data

follows the theoretical (y = Ax^2)

Is there something that can be done?



Graphical Methods

Different ways to show data for clarity

We can plot x^2 vs y which has linear

(A) relationship

Standard approach, used all the time

ln(y) = ln(A) + Bx

but what about uncertainty?



Fractional uncertainty



Fractional uncertainty allows a more intuitive sense of uncertainty



a) 0.04 = 4 % b) 0.1 = 10% c) 4.58 +- 0.09 J



Fractional Uncertainty and Significant Figures



Fractional Uncertainty and Significant Figures



Multiplying measurements



Multiplying measurements

neglect



Multiplying measurements



Multiplying measurements

1% and 3%; area = 30 cm^2 +- 4% or 30 +- 1cm^2


